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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 130 pages. Original publisher:
Fort Leavenworth, Kan. : Combat Studies Institute Press, US
Army Combined Arms Center, 2008 OCLC Number:
(OCoLC)263173159 Subject: Sierra Leone -- History -- Civil War,
1991-2002. Excerpt: . . . for the overthrow of the Momoh
government, the establishment of a mul-tiparty democracy,
and an end to economic exploitation. The RUFs ide-alistic
platform soon gave way to the same corruption, misrule, and
abuse of civilians as the Sierra Leonean government. RUF
forces took over the diamond producing regions of Sierra
Leone to finance their rebellion. The RUF was supported by the
Taylor government in Liberia which wanted to cut off support
to rebels opposed to his dictatorship operating from Sierra
Leone. The diamond trade financed both the RUF and Taylors
forces and brought international interest to the civil war. The
RUF was particularly cruel, committing atrocities to include
mur-der, rape, mutilation, abductions, and destruction of
property on a vast scale. One of the RUFs most despicable
techniques was the abduction of young children who were
indoctrinated into the bizarre RUF ideology, then used as child
soldiers to commit further atrocities. Life in Sierra Le-one,...
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Reviews
It in one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. Its been printed in an extremely
basic way in fact it is merely right a er i finished reading through this book in which really altered me, change the way
i believe.
-- Sig r id B r own
Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e
book. I am easily could get a satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr . O die Ha mill
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